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Abstract. Integral three-dimensional (3-D) technology for next-generation 3-D television must be able to capture dynamic moving subjects with pan, tilt, and zoom camerawork as good as in current TV program production. We propose a capturing method for integral 3-D imaging using multiviewpoint robotic cameras. The cameras are controlled through a cooperative synchronous system composed of a master camera controlled by a camera operator and other reference cameras that are utilized for 3-D reconstruction. When the operator captures a subject using the master camera, the region reproduced by the integral 3-D display is regulated in real space according to the subject’s position and view angle of the master camera. Using the cooperative control function, the reference cameras can capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the object region, thereby maximizing the resolution of the image. 3-D models are reconstructed by estimating the depth from complementary multiviewpoint images captured by robotic cameras arranged in a two-dimensional array. The model is converted into elemental images to generate the integral 3-D images. In experiments, we reconstructed integral 3-D images of karate players and confirmed that the proposed method satisfied the above requirements.
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1 Introduction

Much research is being done on technology to enable a greater sense of presence through three-dimensional (3-D) imaging that can be viewed with the naked eye. We are researching integral 3-D technology, an autostereoscopic image technology,1 for next-generation 3-D television. The integral 3-D method requires no special glasses to view 3-D images and provides both vertical and horizontal disparity. Integral 3-D imaging is used in a wide range of applications, such as 3-D movie displays,2,3 extraction and tracking of objects,4,5 conversion of images into holograms,6–8 refocusing,9–17 and user interfaces.12

In the display stage of the integral 3-D method, a 3-D image is generated using a lens array to reconstruct light rays. These light rays are equivalent to the light rays emitted from the subject in the capturing stage. An image corresponding to a lens is called an elemental image. The integral 3-D display device consists of a lens array set on the front of a high-resolution display or projector.15–17 Light rays from the display pixel pass through the lens array to reproduce the set of light rays emanating from the subject. Integral 3-D imaging capturing methods can be categorized into two types, i.e., with18–26 and without27–33 a lens array. In the capturing method with a lens array, an integral 3-D camera combines a lens array and cameras and captures the set of light rays emanating from the subject. The light rays are captured in real space, and an integral 3-D display can be produced in real time. However, the camera has a problem in that it is difficult to capture a distant subject. That is, to capture distant subjects of an appropriate size, large lenses are needed to control the depth of the subject.

The capturing method without a lens array uses multiviewpoint cameras. With this method, 3-D models or interpolated images between viewpoints are generated from images taken with multiviewpoint cameras, and virtual light rays emanating from the subject in virtual space are calculated. This method requires no large lenses for controlling the depth of subject and can capture distant subjects by adjusting the baseline between the multiviewpoint cameras. However, the method has a problem in that it is difficult to capture dynamic moving subjects by the camera operator making panning and zoom-in shots because the pose and view angle of the multiviewpoint cameras are fixed.

To solve this problem, we are researching multiviewpoint robotic cameras.12,33 The multiviewpoint robotic cameras are controlled through a cooperative synchronous system composed of a master camera operated by a camera operator and other reference cameras. Here, the camera operator instructs the master camera to capture subjects, and the reference cameras automatically follow its operations and capture multiviewpoint images of the subjects. It is possible to capture a dynamic moving subject by the camera operator making panning and zoom-in shots. However, this method also has problems wherein the quality of the generated integral 3-D images is low because the cooperative control and settings of the multiviewpoint robotic cameras have not yet been adapted to integral 3-D imaging. To generate high-quality integral 3-D images, one has to capture high-definition multiviewpoint images of the region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display and to capture in both the vertical...
and horizontal directions within the field of view. It is difficult in the previous cooperative control method for multiviewpoint robotic cameras to capture the region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display because they aim at a gaze point fixed on the subject’s position and the view angles of all the cameras are kept the same as those of the master camera. As shown in Fig. 1(a), if the reproduced region does not completely fall within the view angle, the red parts in the region do not appear in the multiviewpoint images and cannot be shown in the integral 3-D images because the region cannot be reconstructed as a 3-D model. In contrast, as shown Fig. 1(b), if the view angle is too wide, despite that the reproduced region falls within the view angle, the resolution of the reproduced region will be low as will be the quality of the integral 3-D image. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), if the multiviewpoint robotic cameras are arranged only linearly in the horizontal direction, it is difficult for them to capture rays in the vertical direction and the integral 3-D images may lack parts of the scene or subject in the field of view, as shown in the red part.

We propose a new integral 3-D capturing method using multiviewpoint robotic cameras. In this method, as shown in Fig. 1(c), a cooperative control function enables the multiviewpoint robotic cameras to capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the object region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display, thereby maximizing the resolution of the image. The cameras are arranged horizontally and vertically so that rays in the vertical direction are captured as well.

The method to regulate the region reproduced by the integral 3-D display in real space, that is, to form a truncated pyramid region reproduced by the display in real space by composing the depth reproduction range of the display to the capturing region by the camera operator, is as follows. As shown in Fig. 2, the position and scale of the reproduced region change according to the subject’s position and view angle during capture. The scale ratio \( k \) for the reproduced region in real space is defined as

\[
 k = \frac{d \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right)}{W \cdot \Delta \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right)},
\]

where \( W \) is the size of the integral 3-D image that shows the subject, \( \Delta \) is the distance that the 3-D image of the subject

### 2 Proposed Method

The subjects are captured by multiviewpoint robotic cameras, and 3-D models are generated from the multiviewpoint images. The 3-D models are then converted into elemental images to generate integral 3-D images. Each step in this process is explained below.

### 2.1 Capturing Images Using Multiviewpoint Robotic Cameras

In the previous method, it is difficult for the robotic cameras to capture the region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display because the direction of each camera is controlled such that the gaze point is fixed at the subject position and the view angles of all cameras are the same as that of the master camera. Furthermore, it is difficult to capture the vertical ray information because the cameras are arranged linearly in the horizontal direction. By contrast, in the proposed method, the cooperative control function enables the multiviewpoint robotic cameras to capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the object region, thereby maximizing the resolution of the image. The cameras are arranged horizontally and vertically so that rays in the vertical direction are captured as well.

The method to regulate the region reproduced by the integral 3-D display in real space, that is, to form a truncated pyramid region reproduced by the display in real space by composing the depth reproduction range of the display to the capturing region by the camera operator, is as follows. As shown in Fig. 2, the position and scale of the reproduced region change according to the subject’s position and view angle during capture. The scale ratio \( k \) for the reproduced region in real space is defined as

\[
 k = \frac{d \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right)}{W \cdot \Delta \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right)},
\]

where \( W \) is the size of the integral 3-D image that shows the subject, \( \Delta \) is the distance that the 3-D image of the subject

### Fig. 1 Cooperative control and arrangement of multiviewpoint robotic cameras (a) previous method in the case of a narrow view angle, (b) previous method in the case of a wide view angle, and (c) proposed method.
protrudes from the lens array attached to the display, $d$ is the distance between the camera and subject, and $\theta$ is the view angle. These parameters multiplied by $k$ show the reproduced region in real space (see Fig. 2).

The image capture process is as follows. First, six multi-viewpoint robotic cameras are arranged in a regular hexagonal pattern and a seventh camera is set at the center of the hexagon, as shown in Fig. 3. The center camera is the master, and the other cameras are reference cameras. This camera arrangement enables rays in the vertical direction to be captured. In the proposed method, a 3-D model is generated by stereo matching using multiviewpoint images, which is explained in Sec. 2.2. Therefore, the baselines between neighboring cameras are optimized for stereo matching, and all of the baselines are the same distance. This camera arrangement enables us to capture within a wider field of view and with fewer cameras compared with other camera arrangements, e.g., a quadrangle, because the baselines between neighboring cameras can be set to the same distance. To decide the baseline, first, the subject’s position and the view angle during capturing are guessed approximately. The distance between the camera and subject $d_0$ and view angle $\theta_0$ at this time is substituted into Eq. (1), and the scale ratio $k_0$ is calculated. The convergence angle of the stereo cameras reaches a maximum at the nearest point from the master camera within the reproduced region. If the convergence angle is too wide, the corresponding point search fails in the stereo matching. The baseline is determined so that the convergence angle of the stereo cameras is below the limit of the convergence angle in stereo matching at the point. Denoting the limit of the convergence angle as $\Phi$ and the depth reproduction range as $D$, the base line $B$ is defined as

$$B = \tan \Phi \{d_0 - k_0(D - \Delta)\}. \quad (2)$$

Next, the multiviewpoint robotic cameras are calibrated.\textsuperscript{34} The conversion from world coordinates $X$ to camera coordinates $x$ is defined as

$$x_n = [ R_{0n} \quad t_{0n} ] \begin{bmatrix} X \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad (3)$$

where the camera number of a robotic camera is denoted as $n$, the rotation matrix is denoted as $R_0$, and the translation vector is denoted as $t_0$. Figure 4 shows the cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras. The camera operator captures subjects by operating the pan, tilt, zoom, and depth of the master camera. The depth is the distance from the master camera to a point in 3-D space (gaze point) fixed.
by the pan, tilt, and depth operations. The operator uses the master camera to fix the gaze point on the subject position. Denoting the index for the master camera as $M$, the rotation matrix in operation as $R$, the pan and tilt values in camera calibration as $P_0$ and $T_0$, respectively, and the pan and tilt values in operation as $P$ and $T$, respectively, the optical axes of the master camera $o_M$ are defined as

$$R_M = R_0^{-1}M = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(P_M - P_0M) & 0 & -\sin(P_M - P_0M) \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin(P_M - P_0M) & 0 & \cos(P_M - P_0M) \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(T_M - T_0M) & -\sin(T_M - T_0M) \\ 0 & \sin(T_M - T_0M) & \cos(T_M - T_0M) \end{bmatrix}. \quad (4)$$

$$R = \begin{bmatrix} r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\ r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\ r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33} \end{bmatrix}.$$

$$o_M = \begin{bmatrix} r_{13} \\ r_{23} \\ r_{33} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (6)$$

Denoting the depth as $d$, the gaze point $g$ is defined as

$$g = -R_0^{-1}M0 + d \cdot o_M. \quad (7)$$

When the camera operator manipulates the depth, s/he needs to recognize whether the gaze point is adjusted to be on the subject’s position. To do so, for example, there is a method in which another robotic camera is pointed toward the gaze point and the camera operator can recognize whether or not the gaze point is fixed on the subject’s position from the subject’s position in the video captured by the robotic camera.\(^{32,33}\) Next, the reproduced region of the integral 3-D display is regulated in real space. Denoting the view angle as $\theta_M$ and the camera’s horizontal and vertical aspect as $w/h$, the directions of the four lines constructing the capture region of the master camera $l_k(1 \leq k \leq 4)$ are defined as

$$l_k = R_0^{-1}M0 = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(p_k) & 0 & -\sin(p_k) \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin(p_k) & 0 & \cos(p_k) \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(t_k) & -\sin(t_k) \\ 0 & \sin(t_k) & \cos(t_k) \end{bmatrix} R_0M o_M,$$

$$p_k = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\theta_M}{2} \\ -\frac{\theta_M}{2} \\ -\frac{\theta_M}{2} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$t_k = \begin{bmatrix} \theta_M - \frac{\theta_M}{2} \\ \theta_M + \frac{\theta_M}{2} \\ \frac{\theta_M}{2} \\ -\frac{\theta_M}{2} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (8)$$

The near and far points at the intersection of the optical axis of the master camera $g'$ are defined as

$$g' = \begin{cases} -R_0^{-1}M0 + (d - kD + k\Delta) \cdot o_M, & \text{near} \\ -R_0^{-1}M0 + (d + kD + k\Delta) \cdot o_M, & \text{far} \end{cases}. \quad (9)$$

The plane configuring the truncated pyramid region, which is perpendicular to $o_M$ and includes $g'$, is defined as

$$o_M X = o_M g'. \quad (10)$$

The four lines constructing the capture region of the master camera are defined as

$$X = -R_0^{-1}M0 + u \cdot l_k,$$

where the parametric is denoted as $u$. Accordingly, the eight vertices of the reproduced region in real space are regulated. The eight vertices $v_i(1 \leq i \leq 8)$ are defined as

$$v_i = -R_0^{-1}M0 + l_k o_M(g' + R_0^{-1}M0). \quad (11)$$

Then, using the cooperative control function of the pan, tilt, and zoom, the reference cameras can capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the reproduced region. Denoting the index for the reference camera as $n$, the vertex $o_M^n$ extending from the reference camera to $v_i$ in camera coordinates is defined as

$$o_M^n = R_0^{-1}M0 \cdot v_i + R_0^{-1}M0. \quad (12)$$

The pan and tilt values for pointing toward $v_i$ by the reference camera $P_{ni}$ and $T_{ni}$, respectively, are defined as

$$o_M^n = [e_{n1}^1 e_{n2}^1 e_{n3}^1]^T, \quad (14)$$

$$P_{ni} = \tan^{-1}(e_{n1}^1 / e_{n3}^1) + P_{0n}, \quad (15)$$

$$T_{ni} = \sin^{-1}(e_{n2}^1) + T_{0n}. \quad (16)$$

Pan and tilt values for capturing of images at the narrowest view angle $P_n$ and $T_n$ are calculated using Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively, and the directions of the reference cameras are controlled with them

$$P_n = \max_i P_{ni} + \min_i P_{ni}, \quad (17)$$

$$T_n = \max_i T_{ni} + \min_i T_{ni}. \quad (18)$$

The narrowest view angle $\theta_n$ is calculated using Eq. (19), and the view angle of the reference cameras is controlled with it

$$\theta_n = \max[\max_i P_{ni} - \min_i P_{ni}, \frac{w}{h} (\max_i T_{ni} - \min_i T_{ni})]. \quad (19)$$

### 2.2 Three-Dimensional Model Generation

The 3-D model generation of the previous method has limited depth estimation accuracy because it utilizes only two multiviewpoint cameras arranged in the horizontal direction. Furthermore, the belief propagation method\(^{35}\) used in the previous method for depth estimation taxes the memory resources of the PC, particularly in the case of high-definition systems. In contrast, the proposed method incorporates...
multibaseline stereo that utilizes information on seven multi-
viewpoint robotic cameras arranged in horizontal and verti-
cal directions and cost volume filtering\textsuperscript{36} to improve the accuracy of the depth estimation. These methods also enable high-definition multiviewpoint images to be used because they do not use up too much memory.

First, a camera calibration is done using the multiview-
point images of the seven robotic cameras.\textsuperscript{34} Then, the
depth of each viewpoint image is estimated. As mentioned above, multibaseline stereo and cost volume filtering are utilized for the depth estimation. Six pairs of cameras, each pair being a camera targeted for depth estimation and another camera, are made. Rectification for parallel stereo is conducted for each camera pair. The cost $E$ of assigning depth value labels to a pixel in the camera image targeted for depth estimation is defined as

$$E_{m,p,l} = \min \left[ -\frac{\sum_{(i,j)\in R(p)} (I(i,j) - T)(I'_m(i + d(l), j) - T_m)}{2 \left( \sum_{(i,j)\in R(p)} (I(i,j) - T)^2 \right) \left( \sum_{(i,j)\in R(p)} (I'_m(i + d(l), j) - T_m)^2 \right)} + 0.5, T_E \right].$$

(20)

where $m$ is the number of the camera pairs, $p$ is the pixel being processed, $l$ is the depth value label, $R(p)$ is the set of pixels in a block around $p$, $i$ and $j$ are the indices of the pixel in the block, $I$ is the pixel value of a camera targeted for depth estimation, $I'$ is the pixel value of a camera paired to the target camera, $T$ and $T'$ are the corresponding averages of the pixel values in the block, $d(l)$ is the disparity corresponding to the depth value label, and $T_E$ is the threshold of $E$. Equation (20) is based on zero-mean normalized cross correlation, which is robust to luminance differences between multiviewpoint images. A cost $C$ that incorporates every pair’s $E$ is defined as

$$C_{p,l} = \frac{1}{6} \sum_m E_{m,p,l}.$$  

(21)

A cost map is generated from the costs of all pixels at a depth value $l$ that has been filtered. This cost is defined as

$$C'_{p,l} = \sum_q W_{p,q}(l) C_{q,l}.$$  

(22)

where $W$ is a filter and $q$ is a pixel in the filter. A guided filter\textsuperscript{37} is used for filtering, and $I$ is the guidance image. The depth label $l$ that has the minimum cost after filtering is assigned to pixel $p$. The depth $f$ of pixel $p$ is defined as

$$f_p = \arg\min_l C'_{p,l}.$$  

(23)

This depth estimation is done on the videos of all seven cameras.

Finally, the 3-D model is generated. Here, pixels that have high reliability in the depth estimation result are extracted; that is, pixels with a cost $C'$ less than or equal to a certain threshold, $T_C$, are extracted. A 3-D point cloud model is generated by back projection of the pixels extracted from all cameras. Occlusions and regions of low reliability in the 3-D point cloud model of each viewpoint camera are interpolated complementarily using the 3-D point clouds of the other viewpoint cameras.

### 2.3 Elemental Image Generation

A camera operator captures scenes or subjects using pan, tilt, and zoom operations. Integral 3-D images reflecting this camerawork are generated by reproducing the camera, subject, and display in virtual space through elemental image generation. Here, the depth reproduction range is changed in proportion to the camera view angle in the camerawork, as shown in Fig. 2. For example, when a subject is captured by zooming in, both the size and sense of depth of the subject increase to the viewer.

The process of generating the elemental image is described below. First, the scale of the 3-D model is converted to the scale of the real subject, and the 3-D model in world coordinates is converted to the one in master camera coordinates using Eq. (3). Next, the display size is set to $kW$, and the display is set $d + k\Delta$ away from the master camera, where the optical axis of the master camera passes through the center of the display and the lens surface is vertical to the axis, as shown in Fig. 5. Then, the ray joining a pixel on the virtual display and the optical center of the lens corresponding to the pixel is traced. The color where the ray intersects the 3-D model is assigned to that pixel in the elemental image. The number of elemental images is the same as number of lenses in the array. In the implementation, rather than tracing each ray individually, the 3-D model is projected obliquely,\textsuperscript{29} as shown in Fig. 5, to obtain all rays in a given direction at the same time. This obliquely projected

\[\text{Fig. 5 Elemental image generation.}\]
image only has some of the pixels in the elemental image, and these are reorganized into the elemental image set.

3 Experiments

The experiments were conducted to confirm that the cooperative control function enables the multiviewpoint robotic cameras to capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the object region and that integral 3-D images showing all of the object region can be generated from the captured multiviewpoint images.

3.1 Verification of Cooperative Control of Multiviewpoint Robotic Cameras

First, we verified the reproducibility of the cooperative control of the multiviewpoint robotic cameras in a simulation. Next, we developed a system in which the proposed method is implemented. Then, we verified the method’s practicality in capturing experiments using the system.

3.1.1 Simulation

We developed a simulator to recognize how subjects and the reproduced region are captured by multiviewpoint robotic cameras controlled using the proposed method. The flowchart of the simulator is shown in Fig. 6.

Here, a newscaster was the subject and the multiviewpoint robotic cameras and 3-D models of the subject were arranged in virtual space, as shown in Fig. 7. We used the following parameters \( \{W, D, \Delta, \Phi, d, \theta\} = \{243 \text{ mm}, 100 \text{ mm}, 50 \text{ mm}, 20 \text{ deg}, 5000 \text{ mm}, \text{ and } 59 \text{ deg}, \text{ respectively}\} \). The images of the reproduced region captured by the master camera and reference cameras are shown in Fig. 8. The center image was captured by the master camera, and the other images were captured by the reference cameras. The reproduced region enclosed by the blue lines cannot be observed in the image captured by the master camera because the reproduced region and view angle completely match. In contrast, the width or height of the reproduced region matches the width or height of the view angle in the reference images. This experimental result shows that the cooperative control function works as intended and thus can maximize the resolution of the image. The reproducibility of the proposed method is thus verified.

3.1.2 System development

We developed a system in which the proposed method is implemented. The system mainly consists of robotic cameras having a small HD camera mounted on an electrically powered dynamic pan–tilt platform with a board computer, an operation interface for the master camera to be operated by a camera operator, a recorder of multiviewpoint images, and a processor for 3-D model generation and elemental image generation. HD-SDI is utilized to transmit video data from the cameras to the recorder, and Ethernet is used for the multiviewpoint robotic cameras to communicate. The multiviewpoint robotic cameras are custom-made, and Fig. 9 shows the cameras. Figure 10 shows the operation interface, and Fig. 11 shows the system diagram.

3.1.3 Capturing experiment

We captured multiviewpoint images of subjects using the system based on the proposed method and synthesized the reproduced region from the captured images to verify the accuracy of direction and view angle control of the multiviewpoint robotic cameras in the presence of mechanical control errors. The subjects were karate players, and the multiviewpoint robotic cameras were arranged as shown in Fig. 12. We used the following parameters \( \{W, D, \Delta, \Phi, d, \theta\} = \{293 \text{ mm}, 45 \text{ mm}, 20 \text{ mm}, 12 \text{ deg}, 5000 \text{ mm}, \text{ and } 47 \text{ deg}, \text{ respectively}\} \). We calibrated the
cameras using weak camera calibration. The world coordinates of the reproduced region were calculated using the view angle of the master camera, the position of the gaze point, the size and depth reproduction range of the integral 3-D display, and the camera parameters obtained by the camera calibration. The resulting multiviewpoint images are shown in Fig. 13. The reproduced region and view angle did not match completely due to mechanical control errors, which is different from the simulated result in Sec. 3.1.1. We measured the position aberration in the images between the reproduced region and the view angle of each viewpoint camera and found that it was on average 44.2 pixels per image. In the previous method, the size of the reproduced region in these each image was vastly different in proportion to the distance between the cameras, and subjects especially when the distance was short. In contrast, the difference is much smaller in the current method, and this verifies its practicality.

3.2 Integral Three-Dimensional Image Generation

Integral 3-D images were generated from the multiviewpoint images captured in the experiment described in Sec. 3.1.3. In the depth estimation process for the 3-D modeling, we used the following parameters \( \{ R, T_E, T_C \} = \{ 9 \times 9, 0.2, 0.9 \} \) respectively} and performed space sampling every 10 mm in the reproduced region. We used an integral 3-D display consisting of a high-resolution liquid-crystal panel and a lens array, as shown in Fig. 14, for this experiment. The parameters of the integral 3-D display are shown in Table 1. Images of the generated 3-D models captured from several viewpoints (front viewpoint, diagonally upward viewpoint, diagonally downward viewpoint) in virtual space are shown in Fig. 15. Elemental images are shown in Fig. 16, and two-dimensional images of integral 3-D images on the integral 3-D display taken by a digital camera are shown in Fig. 17. The integral 3-D images where motion parallax occurred on the display captured by a digital still camera from different viewpoints, i.e., a high angle, low angle, left angle, and right angle, are shown in Fig. 18. The experimental results show that the proposed method correctly generates 3-D models, elemental images, and integral 3-D images. We measured the processing time for 3-D model generation and elemental image generation. It took 2 min per frame for 3-D model generation and 30 s per frame for elemental image generation. Then, we verified whether
the positional relations of the cameras, subjects, and integral 3-D display in real space are reproduced in the elemental image generation process. In the scene depicted in the left row and second column of Fig. 17, the distance between the master camera and the subject is 5000 mm, the distance between the master camera and integral 3-D display is 5314 mm, and the view angle is 47 deg in real space. The height of the subject is 1239 mm, and the left knee, which is the most protruding part from the lens array surface, is positioned at \(x: -400\) mm, \(y: -350\) mm, and \(z: 139\) mm when the origin is set at the center of the integral 3-D display. When the subject is shown on a display that has the parameters shown in Table 1, the size of the subject is 79 mm, and the left knee position is \(x: -27\) mm, \(y: -25\) mm, and \(z: 7\) mm. Accordingly, the calculated scale ratio of the real space to 3-D images is 15.73:1. By comparison, the scale ratio of the measured size of the subject and the positions in real space and in the 3-D space...
image were almost the same. Thus, the experiment proved that the correct positional relations of the cameras, subjects, and integral 3-D display in real space are reproduced in the 3-D images.

4 Discussion

Let us consider the performance of the cooperative control, which is a distinctive feature in our method. Figure 19 compares multiviewpoint images captured using common commercially available multiviewpoint cameras in which pan, tilt, and zoom are fixed and ones captured using cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras, together with the 3-D models constructed from them. Both multiviewpoint images were captured with seven HD cameras arranged in a hexagonal pattern, and the 3-D models were constructed using the 3-D model generation method explained in Sec. 2.2. When using common commercially available multiviewpoint cameras to generate integral 3-D images of dynamic moving shots such as of the subject’s bust shown in Fig. 18, the multiviewpoint images of the subject must be captured with a wide viewing angle so that the subject falls within that angle, as shown in Fig. 19(a). Figure 19(b) shows the 3-D model of the subject’s bust shot constructed from those images, and it is clear that its surfaces are not completely formed because of insufficient 3-D point clouds. Although a 3-D model with all its surfaces could be formed by increasing the size of each point or by applying polygons, the resolution and sharpness of the resulting 3-D model and integral 3-D images would decrease. In contrast, as shown in the bust shot in Fig. 19(c), when using the cooperative control, the multiviewpoint images are captured in a way that maximizes the image resolution of the subject parts. Figure 19(d) shows the resulting 3-D model of the subject’s bust shot constructed from these images, and it is clear that the surfaces of the 3-D model are completely formed because there are sufficient 3-D points in the point clouds. The 3-D model shown in Fig. 19(b) consists of 215,277 vertices, while the one in Fig. 19(d) has more than 10 times as many vertices, 2,166,035. Cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras is thus effective at generating high-quality 3-D models and integral 3-D images.

Now, let us consider the difference in performance of the proposed method and the previous one using cooperative control. When using cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras in the previous method, the subject might not always fall within the view angle of the reference cameras, as shown in Fig. 20(a). The subject parts that are not captured by the reference cameras cannot be reconstructed as 3-D models and cannot be shown in the integral 3-D images of the subject. In contrast, in the proposed method, integral

Fig. 13 Synthesis of region reproduced by the integral 3-D display from captured multiviewpoint images.

Fig. 14 Integral 3-D display.

Table 1 Parameters of integral 3-D display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of lenses in array</td>
<td>294 × 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens pitch</td>
<td>1.003 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal length of lens</td>
<td>1.74 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display definition</td>
<td>7680 × 4320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch</td>
<td>0.03825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display size</td>
<td>11 in. (horizontal 293 mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3-D images are correctly produced because the subject falls within the view angle of the reference cameras by capturing the region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display, as shown in Fig. 20(b).

Figure 21 compares the 3-D models constructed with the previous and proposed methods. In Fig. 21(a), a large hole appears in the player’s body reconstructed by the previous method. Figure 21(b) shows the result of the proposed method, where the hole does not appear. The hole in the previous method is due to vertical rays not being able to be obtained because of the linear arrangement of multi-viewpoint robotic cameras in only the horizontal direction.
Fig. 18  Integral 3-D image where motion parallax occurred (viewpoints: left angle, high angle, low angle, and right angle).

Fig. 19  Performance of cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras: (a) One of the captured multiviewpoint images using common commercially available multiviewpoint cameras, (b) 3-D models generated using common commercially available multiviewpoint cameras, (c) one of the captured multiviewpoint images using cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras, and (d) 3-D models generated using cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras.

Fig. 20  Images captured using cooperative control of multiviewpoint robotic cameras: (a) When the previous method is used, the subject does not fall within the view angle of the reference cameras. (b) When the proposed method is used, the subject falls within the view angle of the reference cameras.
In contrast, the proposed method inhibits occurrence of such a hole because the vertical and horizontal rays can be obtained with an array of cameras in both directions.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a capturing method for integral 3-D imaging using multiviewpoint robotic cameras. In this method, a cooperative control function enables the cameras to capture images at the narrowest view angle that does not lose any part of the object region to be reproduced by the integral 3-D display, thereby maximizing the resolution of the image. The multiviewpoint cameras are arranged in both the horizontal and vertical directions, and 3-D models are generated using the captured multiviewpoint images. Elemental images and integral 3-D images featuring pan, tilt, and zoom camerawork are generated. In simulations and actual capture experiments, we verified the reproducibility and practicality of the cooperative control. An examination of integral 3-D images of a karate scene confirmed the effectiveness of the method.

In future work, we will improve the method of generating the 3-D models. Inhibiting depth estimation errors is especially needed in texture-less regions and for the boundaries of the subject. In addition, interpolation is required in occlusion regions that cannot be captured by all seven cameras. We will also try to reconstruct high-quality 3-D models by incorporating high-resolution cameras.
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